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Free will is a set of capacities for conscious choice and control of actions and is
essential for moral responsibility. While determinism is traditionally discussed
as the main potential challenge to free will and responsibility, other potential
challenges exist and need to be considered by philosophers and scientists. The
cognitive sciences are relevant to free will both to study how people understand
free will and potential challenges to it, and to study whether these challenges are
supported by relevant scientific evidence.  2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

According to the traditional free will debate,
research in the cognitive sciences is largely

irrelevant to the question of whether humans have
free will and are morally responsible for their actions.
This view is mistaken. In this article, I diagnose this
mistake (in the next section) and then correct it by
discussing several ways that research in the cognitive
sciences is highly relevant to debates about free will
and responsibility.

First, research in psychology and the new field
of experimental philosophy can help us systematize
ordinary beliefs and intuitions about free will and
responsibility, uncover psychological mechanisms that
produce these intuitions, and examine how altering
people’s beliefs about free will alters their behavior
(section Beliefs About Free Will). Such information
is especially significant given the ever-increasing
claims that research in neuroscience and psychology
challenges the existence of free will. In the section
Potential Challenges to Free Will, I consider whether
such challenges from the cognitive sciences suggest the
need to reassess the scope of human free will and the
degree to which humans are morally responsible for
their behavior.

THE TRADITIONAL FREE WILL
DEBATE
Free will is usually and usefully defined as the set
of capacities for choice and action control which are
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essential for an agent to be morally responsible for
his/her actions—for example, to deserve blame. The
traditional free will debate has focused on one ques-
tion: is free will compatible with determinism, the
thesis that a description of the universe at one time,
conjoined with the laws of nature, entails a description
of the universe at any other time.1 Incompatibilists
argue that determinism entails that we cannot do oth-
erwise, or that we cannot be the ‘ultimate source’ of
our behavior, in ways required for free will. Incom-
patibilists then divide into libertarians who believe
that we have free will (so determinism is false)2–5 and
hard determinists who believe that, because deter-
minism is true, we do not have free will.6 There are
also skeptics about free will, who believe we do not
have free will whether determinism or indeterminism
is true,7 or who believe that free will is impossible.8

Compatibilists, on the other hand, argue that free will
is possible even if determinism turns out to be true,
either because determinism does not preclude the req-
uisite ability to do otherwise or because neither such
an ability nor ‘ultimate sourcehood’ is required for
free will.9–13

This debate turns largely on conceptual analysis
of the relevant terms, such as ‘ability’ or ‘sourcehood’,
and on the premises and principles of the respective
arguments, but it is conspicuously distanced from
empirical data—except to the extent that determinism
is an empirical question. If any science is in a position
to answer that question, it is physics, but not the
sciences that study humans, since the truth of deter-
minism depends on the fundamental laws of nature.14

If the laws of physics are indeterministic, then the cog-
nitive sciences would not be in a position to establish
the universal determinism required by incompatibilist
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arguments. These sciences study systems that are not
closed (e.g., human brains and behavior), so even if
they are ‘near deterministic’ (a defective term), they
are not cut off from all indeterministic interactions at
lower levels (e.g., quantum events). For most incom-
patibilists, then, the question of whether we could have
free will depends on an empirical question that might
be answered by physicists, presumably while entirely
ignoring humans. Even those libertarians who argue
that free will requires indeterministic interactions in
just the right processes in the brain still require the
physics to turn out right.3

Incompatibilists argue that, necessarily, if
determinism holds in a universe, no being has any
free will, whether human, angel, animal, or alien.
In practice, the discussion focuses on humans, but
our specific cognitive and volitional capacities are
often ignored. Meanwhile, a common compatibilist
tactic is to describe the capacities of an ideal
agent (e.g., fully rational and self-controlled) and
argue that such capacities are both compatible with
determinism and sufficient to secure free will.15 But the
question of whether actual human beings have such
idealized capacities—or the degree to which they have
them—can become lost in the more abstract debate.
Compatibilists typically suggest that establishing the
compatibility of free will and determinism thereby
establishes that humans have free will. This, of course,
does not follow; establishing that agents could have
free will in a deterministic universe says nothing about
whether we humans actually have free will.

So, there are incompatibilists who believe we
have free will and incompatibilists who believe we
lack free will, and there are compatibilists who believe
we have free will. There is a logical space to be filled:
compatibilists who worry that we lack free will (see
Figure 1). Regardless of whether free will is compat-
ible with determinism, it may be incompatible with
other possibilities. For instance, suppose eliminativism
is true. That is the position that folk psychological
concepts, such as desires and intentions—including
those we employ when we deliberate and those we
consider when we assess responsibility—should be
eliminated, because they do not refer to anything; sci-
entific discoveries will show that those concepts do not
map onto the actual causes of human behavior.16,17

Or suppose epiphenomenalism is true. That is the
position that conscious mental states play no causal
role in behavior—for instance, because they are dis-
tinct from neural states that are causally sufficient
for all behavior.18,19 Eliminativism and epiphenom-
enalism seem to challenge the existence of free will,
since according to compatibilist and libertarian theo-
ries alike, free will requires that our conscious mental

states play an appropriate role in our behavior. As
Robert Kane notes, ‘If conscious willing is illusory or
epiphenomenalism is true, all accounts of free will go
down, compatibilist and incompatibilist’.20,21

These challenges are entirely independent from
determinism. Epiphenomenalism and eliminativism do
not depend on the truth of determinism, since they
may be true in indeterministic universes. Conversely,
the reality and causal efficacy of mental states is not
ruled out by the truth of determinism; psychological
states, both conscious and nonconscious, can exist and
be causally efficacious even if their causal relations are
subsumed under deterministic laws. As we will see
below, some cognitive scientists muddy the waters
by confusing determinism with these other potential
challenges to free will.

Nonetheless, these scientists are right that
empirical discoveries can challenge free will by
challenging the causal role of consciousness or
the degree to which humans possess the cognitive
capacities essential to free and responsible agency.
Most theories of free will suggest shared necessary
conditions that include specific cognitive capacities.
Indeed, while philosophers debating free will tend
to highlight their differences, in fact they agree
about many conditions required for free will. Most
theories, whether compatibilist or libertarian, agree
that free agents must have the cognitive capacities
to consciously consider alternatives for action and
to make choices based on their reasons for action.
Conscious deliberation or choice need not accompany
every free action, since agents may develop general
principles for action (or character traits) that lead them
to act without conscious reflection. And free agents
need not always act on their best reasons. But most
theorists agree that free will and responsibility require
that agents possess the capacities to consciously
consider their reasons and to govern their behavior
in light of these reasons and have the opportunity
to exercise those capacities at some relevant point
before they act. Such conditions are shared by
compatibilists, who emphasize, for instance, ‘the
capacity for reflective self-evaluation’11 and ‘reflective
self-control’;22 libertarians, who say free action
requires ‘a process of critical evaluation with respect
to one’s conception of the good’5 and the capacities for
‘representing diverse, sophisticated plans of action’;4

and skeptics about free will, who say a free agent
‘knows the nature of [her] beliefs, desires and other
mental states that bring about’ choices.23 (see also
Refs 3,8,10,12,13,15).

As these philosophers focus on their competing
answers to the traditional debate about determinism,
they neglect more fundamental potential challenges
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The possibility question:
Is free will compatible with determinism?

YES (Compatibilism) NO (Incompatibilism)

YES Compatibilists Libertarians

DEGREES

The
actuality
question:
Do humans
have free
will? NO

Hard determinists and
skeptics about free will

FIGURE 1 | The traditional questions and traditional positions in philosophical debates about free will. The unlabeled cells represent
under-discussed but important positions, which are also the ones most likely to be informed by discoveries in cognitive science.

to their shared conditions for free will, challenges
to human capacities for conscious deliberation and
intention-formation and capacities for (moral) rea-
soning, and to our ability to exercise these capacities
at a relevant point before action. Such challenges are
especially relevant to questions about moral respon-
sibility—for example, whether people deserve blame
or punishment for bad actions or credit for good
actions—since they apply to the capacities that allow
people to recognize moral reasons for action and to
control their behavior in response to such reasons.

The traditional free will positions offer ‘con-
clusive’ or all-or-nothing answers to the question of
whether humans are free and responsible. But people
possess cognitive capacities and are able to exercise
them to varying degrees. So, if free will involves a
set of capacities, then different individuals may pos-
sess more or less free will, and they may have greater
or lesser opportunity to exercise free will in various
situations. Information from cognitive science may
suggest that we have less free will than we typically
think without establishing that none of us has any
free will (as incompatibilists argue determinism would
show). This accords with our intuition that humans
develop greater autonomy and control as they grow
up, and it accords with our practices of holding people
morally responsible to varying degrees, depending on
the degree to which they have matured to possess the
relevant cognitive and volitional capacities, and on the
degree to which people have opportunities to exercise
those capacities in action (e.g., we tend to mitigate
responsibility when people are under undue cognitive
or emotional stress).

So, even if the cognitive sciences are not in a
position to contribute to the traditional debate about
whether free will is compatible with determinism or to
answer the question of whether universal determinism
is true, these sciences are well situated to inform
us about cognitive capacities essential to free and
responsible agency and about the degree to which
humans possess them (see Figure 1).

As I will discuss below, some scientists suggest
that empirical research shows that free will is an
illusion, but this conclusion depends on how we
understand free will. Indeed, according to some
conceptions of free will, research in cognitive science
can help to explain how free will works, rather than
explaining away free will. So, it is also essential to
study how people actually understand free will and
moral responsibility, as well as how their beliefs and
behaviors might alter in response to scientific claims
about free will.

BELIEFS ABOUT FREE WILL

Philosophers sometimes appeal to claims about what is
intuitive to ordinary people to support their theories of
free will, and scientists who discuss free will typically
go further and simply define free will in terms of
their assumptions about how people understand it.
While it is a mistake to define free will solely in terms
of folk usage or intuitions, ‘free will’ is also not a
technical or scientific concept whose definition can
be stipulated by experts without considering the way
people actually use the term and the roles it plays in
people’s attributions of responsibility.

Empirical information about ordinary beliefs
can contribute to debates about free will in at least
four ways: (1) Other things being equal, an intuitive
view should not be replaced by a counterintuitive
view without good reason,24,25 and folk intuitions
should serve as input to a process of reflective
equilibrium that seeks a stable position among such
intuitions, information from relevant sciences, and
relevant normative concerns.26,27 (2) Studies that
systematically alter features of cases to examine
ensuing effects on people’s judgments about free
will and responsibility provide information about the
psychological mechanisms generating such judgments
and about why people may generate mistaken
judgments.28,29 (3) To determine if certain discoveries
challenge free will, we must determine whether people
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in fact take free will to be incompatible with such
discoveries (see section Potential Challenges to Free
Will). (4) Cognitive science can provide information
not only about what might threaten free will but also
about how people will react to such news—that is,
how their beliefs and behavior change in response to
scientific claims about free will.

Having motivated the importance of empirical
information about people’s beliefs about free will, I
will briefly survey what the research has uncovered so
far. But this research is less than a decade old, so it is
preliminary and exploratory. Most of it has been car-
ried out by ‘experimental philosophers’, sometimes in
collaboration with psychologists and other cognitive
scientists. The field is ripe for new interdisciplinary
research.

Folk Intuitions About Incompatibilism
Incompatibilists often suggest that their view is
intuitive and that compatibilism is, as William James
suggested, a ‘quagmire of evasion’. Robert Kane
writes: ‘In my experience, most ordinary persons start
out as natural incompatibilists’30 (p. 217). And Galen
Strawson contends that the incompatibilist conception
of free will (though impossible to satisfy) ‘is just
the kind of freedom that most people ordinarily and
unreflectively suppose themselves to possess’8 (p. 30).
Initial work in experimental philosophy on free will
sought to test these claims.

To examine laypersons’ intuitions about the rela-
tionships between determinism and free will and moral
responsibility, Nahmias et al. developed various sce-
narios that describe determinism and asked people
whether agents in such scenarios can be free and
responsible.24,31 For instance, one study presented
participants with this scenario based on Laplace’s def-
inition of determinism in terms of perfect prediction:

Imagine that in the next century we discover all the
laws of nature, and we build a supercomputer which
can deduce from these laws of nature and from the
current state of everything in the world exactly what
will be happening in the world at any future time. It
can look at everything about the way the world is and
predict everything about how it will be with 100%
accuracy. Suppose that such a supercomputer existed,
and it looks at the state of the universe at a certain
time on March 25th, 2150 A.D., twenty years before
Jeremy Hall is born. The computer then deduces from
this information and the laws of nature that Jeremy
will definitely rob Fidelity Bank at 6:00 PM on January
26th, 2195. As always, the supercomputer’s prediction
is correct; Jeremy robs Fidelity Bank at 6:00 PM on
January 26th, 2195.

A significant majority of participants (76%) judged
that Jeremy has free will and that he is morally
responsible (83%). Similar results were found in vari-
ations with praiseworthy and morally neutral actions
and in two other scenarios using different descrip-
tions of determinism. These results put pressure on
the assumption that incompatibilism is the intuitive
position.

Later studies complicate the picture. Nichols and
Knobe found that when people read their description
of a fully deterministic universe (A) and a universe in
which human decisions are not fully determined (B),
most responded that our universe is like universe B and
also that individuals in universe A could not be ‘fully
morally responsible’ for their behavior. But when the
scenario included a description of a person in universe
A who kills his family, most people responded that he
is fully morally responsible for his behavior. Nichols
and Knobe argue that these results suggest that people
have an incompatibilist theory of responsibility which
they then apply incorrectly in concrete, emotionally
laden cases.28 Their research initiated investigations
into the psychological sources of people’s conflicting
intuitions.

Psychological Sources of Intuitional Conflict
Regardless of whether majorities of nonphilosophers
express intuitions consistent with specific philosophi-
cal theories, studies carried out so far indicate that (1)
different people make different judgments about the
same scenarios; (2) minor variations to scenarios can
produce significant differences in response patterns;
and (3) in some cases, the same individual will respond
in ways that suggest he/she has conflicting intuitions
about the issues. That is, there appear to be inter-
esting inter-subject and intra-subject intuitional con-
flicts about the relationships between free will, moral
responsibility, and determinism. Careful psychological
investigation, informed by philosophers’ conceptual
resources, is needed to elucidate the contours of
these conflicts and perhaps uncover the psychologi-
cal mechanisms driving them. Such work could have
important implications for the philosophical debates;
for instance, it may challenge the assumption shared
by most philosophers that there are invariant condi-
tions for proper judgments of moral responsibility,32

and it could establish in what ways a theory of freedom
or responsibility revises our folk theory and practices
and in what ways it preserves them.33

So far, experimental philosophers have dis-
covered several interesting patterns of responses.
As mentioned, Nichols and Knobe have discov-
ered that emotional salience increases judgments of
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agents’ responsibility, including agents in determinis-
tic scenarios. Second, they and others have found that
concrete cases—ones with specific agents performing
specific actions—are more likely to evoke judgments of
responsibility and free will than abstract cases—ones
with only general descriptions of determinism.28,34,35

One might argue that judgments in abstract cases
are more reliable and hence provide better informa-
tion about folk theories of responsibility. Or one
might argue that concrete cases (at least ones that
do not overly arouse emotion) are more reliable,
because they engage ‘theory of mind’ capacities or
other psychological processes plausibly relevant for
accurately assessing agency and responsibility. Third,
Nahmias and Murray have found that judgments of
free will and responsibility depend on how one inter-
prets a particular description of determinism. If a
person interprets determinism to entail ‘bypassing’ of
one’s mental states—for example, that agents’ beliefs,
desires, or decisions play no causal role in what they
do—then she is likely to judge that agents lack free
will and responsibility. If a person does not interpret
determinism to entail such bypassing, she is likely to
judge that agents can have free will and responsibility
in deterministic scenarios. Since determinism does not
entail bypassing or epiphenomenalism about mental
states, Nahmias and Murray argue that these results
provide an error theory for folk intuitions that appear
to support incompatibilism: when people properly
understand determinism, they take it to be compatible
with free will and responsibility.29,36

One source of these bypassing judgments likely
derives from our ignorance about the mind-body
relation. Neither cognitive scientists nor philosophers
have developed an established or comprehensible
theory of how mental states or processes, including
conscious ones, are identical to—or can be explained
in terms of—physical (e.g., neural) states or
mechanistic processes. So, when decisions or actions
are described as completely caused by physical
processes and laws, people readily interpret this to
mean that our mental states are bypassed. If the brain
does it all, and we don’t understand how the mind is
the brain, then it seems the mind has nothing left to do.
If this interpretation of the psychological sources of
our intuitions about free will is plausible, then it helps
to explain why both scientists and laypersons readily
interpret neuroscientific explanations of human
decision-making as threatening free will (see section
Potential Challenges to Free Will). This interpretation
also predicts that, if and when we gain a better
neuroscientific understanding of conscious mental
states, their relation to brain states, and their causal
role in behavior, people will be less likely to find

neuroscientific explanations threatening to human
agency and responsibility and more likely to see them
as explanations for how free will works.

Unless and until such explanations are forth-
coming, however, telling people that science can
completely explain human behavior in reductive or
mechanistic terms is likely to diminish their belief
in free will. Psychologists are now exploring how
such changes in belief can also influence people’s
behavior.

Behavioral Effects of Altering Beliefs About
Free Will
Crick once wrote: ‘‘‘You’’, your joys and your
sorrows, your memories and your ambitions, your
sense of personal identity and free will, are in fact
no more than the behaviour of a vast assembly
of nerve cells and their associated molecules’.37

Psychologists Kathleen Vohs and Jonathan Schooler
ran an experiment in which they gave an extended
version of Crick’s discussion of free will to one group
of participants, while a control group received a Crick
passage that does not discuss free will. Participants
then took a math test set up so that they could cheat to
see the right answers. Those who received the no-free-
will prime cheated significantly more than controls
(about 14 times out of 20 questions compared to 10).
Vohs and Schooler also found that diminishing belief
in free will led participants to lie about how many
problems they got right to receive larger rewards.38

Baumeister et al. have found that diminishing belief
in free will led participants to help others less and to
be more aggressive toward others.39 Further studies
suggest that reduced belief in free will correlates
with worse job performance, less counterfactual
thinking, even diminished brain activity associated
with voluntary movement, while it also leads people
to be more forgiving and less punitive.40

These interesting, but preliminary, findings sug-
gest that people’s beliefs about free will can have
important effects on their behavior, but important
questions remain about what specific information
drives the changes in belief, what cognitive processes
drive the behavioral changes (e.g., diminished belief in
responsibility, diminished willpower), and how long-
lasting such effects might be. Since free will is typically
taken as a condition for moral responsibility and
desert, so reducing people’s belief in free will might
also lead to changes in the way we treat wrongdo-
ers. For instance, some philosophers and scientists
believe that humans lack libertarian free will and that
such free will is required to deserve retributive blame
or punishment.7,41 They argue that a scientifically
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informed understanding of human decision-making
should lead us to give up our legal system’s retributive
justification for punishment, instead focusing entirely
on ‘forward-looking’ considerations, such as rehabil-
itation and deterrence, which need not be justified in
terms of criminals’ free will. Others argue that nei-
ther our legal system nor our practices of retributive
punishment require any conception of free will that
is challenged by determinism or by existing scientific
evidence about human decision-making.42 Resolving
these debates will require both philosophical and legal
arguments but also more empirical information about
people’s understanding of free will, blame, and pun-
ishment.

We have seen that people’s beliefs about free
will likely influence their behavior and may impact
assessments of responsibility, including blame and
legal punishment. The existing evidence suggests that
beliefs about free will are unlikely to be influenced
by proclamations from philosophers or physicists
about determinism; rather, they are more likely to be
influenced by claims that neuroscience or psychology
establishes that free will is an illusion. So, we need to
consider whether or not these sciences in fact provide
evidence that challenges free will and responsibility.

POTENTIAL CHALLENGES TO FREE
WILL FROM COGNITIVE SCIENCE

Increasingly, cognitive scientists are suggesting that
their research shows that free will is an illusion.
Psychologist Bargh writes, ‘The phenomenological
feeling of free will is very real. . . but this strong
feeling is an illusion’43 (pp. 148–149). Neuroscientist
Haynes writes: ‘Our decisions are predetermined
unconsciously a long time before our consciousness
kicks in. . . It seems that the brain is making the
decision before the person themselves. . . This doesn’t
rule out free will, but it does make it implausible’.44

Cognitive scientists Greene and Cohen conclude, ‘The
net effect of this influx of scientific information will be
a rejection of free will as it is ordinarily conceived with
important ramifications for the law’41 (p. 1776). To
determine whether discoveries in the cognitive sciences
in fact challenge human free will and responsibility
requires, first, establishing criteria for free will and
responsibility, and second, examining whether these
discoveries challenge those particular criteria.

As we have seen, according to incompatibilist
theories, one criterion for free will and responsibility
is the falsity of determinism. Some scientists assume
that incompatibilism is obviously true and is entailed
by ordinary beliefs about free will, and then they argue
that cognitive science is discovering that determinism

is true, or at least true for all human behavior. But,
as explained above, it is debatable whether ordinary
intuitions take determinism, properly construed, to be
incompatible with free will, and most philosophers are
compatibilists who argue that it is not. Furthermore,
even if determinism were incompatible with free will,
cognitive science is not in a position to establish the
truth of determinism. As it turns out, when cognitive
scientists argue that their discoveries challenge free
will, even if they use the language of determinism,
they typically have something else in mind.

The Role of Consciousness in Action
We have seen that most theories of free will, compat-
ibilist and incompatibilist alike, take it to require that
consciousness plays the right role in action. One way
that cognitive scientists have suggested their discov-
eries might challenge free will is by challenging the
causal role of conscious mental processes in action.
Again, this threat to free will is consistent with both
the truth or falsity of determinism.

This challenge was raised initially by Benjamin
Libet’s experiments.45 Libet found that voluntary
muscle movements (e.g., flexing one’s wrist) are pro-
ceeded by a ‘readiness potential’ (RP), a brain wave
that occurs about half a second (500 ms) before
the movement. But Libet’s subjects reported being
aware of the ‘intention, desire, or urge’ to move only
about 150 ms before the movement—350 ms after
the RP. Libet concludes that voluntary actions ‘begin
in the brain unconsciously, well before the person
consciously knows he wants to act’46 (p. 51), and
he interprets this result to show that our conscious
intention to move is not the cause of our movement
but, like the movement itself, an effect of earlier (non-
conscious) brain activity. Haynes et al. have extended
Libet’s findings. Using fMRI, they discerned patterns
of neural activity that correlated with subjects’ deci-
sion to press either a right or left button up to 7–10 s
before they were aware of making their decisions.
They take these findings to bolster Libet’s case that
the ‘subjective experience of freedom is no more than
an illusion and that our actions are initiated by uncon-
scious mental processes long before we become aware
of our intention to act’47 (p. 543). These discoveries
appear to reduce the role of consciousness to observing
our decisions rather than making them.

Daniel Wegner extends this model to suggest
that conscious will is an illusion.48 While we think
that our experience of consciously willing our actions
is indicative of how our actions are caused, Wegner
argues that we are systematically mistaken, that
the evidence shows that ‘the real causes of human
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action are unconscious’48 (p. 97). Our experience of
conscious will results from having relevant conscious
thoughts (e.g., intentions) just prior to the action,
while being unaware of any competing causes of
the action, but following Libet, Wegner argues
that the thoughts are themselves caused by prior
(nonconscious) brain activity such that a conscious
intention ‘might just be a loose end—one of those
things, like the action, that is caused by prior brain and
mental events’48 (p. 55). The evidence for this model
of ‘apparent mental causation’ is based primarily on
cases where people lack an experience of consciously
willing a bodily movement that they in fact brought
about (e.g., automatisms, hypnosis, alien hand) and
experiments where people experience some sense of
agency for a movement or an outcome that they do
not in fact cause. These seemingly exceptional cases
Wegner takes to represent the rule: our conscious
intentions never cause our actions.

There have been numerous responses to Libet’s
and Wegner’s empirical evidence and the implications
they draw from it.49–53 One problem is that
the scientists interpreting these experiments often
implicitly or explicitly assume a dualist view that
conscious mental states are nonphysical and only
influence action by influencing physical processes
(such as neutral activity) that precedes behavior.
Libet writes, ‘But we have not answered the question
of whether our consciously willed acts are fully
determined by natural laws that govern the activities
of nerve cells in the brain, or whether conscious
decisions can proceed to some degree independently of
natural determinism [sic]’45 (p. 55). Wegner suggests
an answer to Libet’s question: ‘the brain started first,
followed by the experience of conscious will, and
finally followed by action’48 (p. 55). However, there
is no reason to begin with such dualistic assumptions.
Our experiences of voluntary action do not tell us that
conscious processes are distinct from brain processes.
Our experiences are ‘topic-neutral’ among competing
metaphysical theories; they do not commit us to
dualism (nor rule it out), and they are consistent
with the theory that consciousness is realized in (or
identical to) certain brain states. Assuming that mental
states are realized in brain states—an assumption at
the core of cognitive science—then the question of
whether conscious processes play a causal role in
action turns on whether those brain states that realize
consciousness play the right sort of causal role in our
actions, not whether our conscious mental states are
regularly preceded by any brain states.

With that question in place, one might still argue
that the data from research like Libet’s and Haynes’
show that those brain states that realize consciousness

are not causes of our actions, since they occur too late
to influence action. However, this conclusion is too
hasty. These data are consistent with other interpreta-
tions. For instance, the early brain activity measured
in these experiments (such as RPs) may represent non-
conscious urges to flex soon, rather than fully formed
intentions or decisions to flex. If so, then the activity
might be among the causes of conscious intentions
(and their underlying neural correlates), which are
experienced a few hundred milliseconds later, while
sometimes the urge is ‘vetoed,’ perhaps by a con-
scious intention not to act on that particular urge
(in Haynes’ study, the early brain activity only pre-
dicted which button participants press at 10% above
chance). This interpretation, if true, allows that con-
scious proximal intentions can still causally influence
when and how the person acts.a Another possibility is
that early nonconscious brain activity is the correlate
of the conscious intention, but reporting the inten-
tion involves separate conscious processes that take
additional time. Or the early brain activity may repre-
sent preparatory activity for consciously experienced
intentions or decisions; if we assume that conscious
processes are realized in brain processes, we should
expect that conscious experiences do not arise out of
nowhere and in no time. For instance, in these experi-
ments participants presumably consciously processed
the experimenters’ instructions, which in Haynes’
study were ‘to press either the left or right button with
the index finger of the corresponding hand immedi-
ately when they became aware of the urge to do so’
and ‘to avoid any form of preplaning for choice of
movement or time of execution’ (Libet’s instructions
were similar). If participants followed these instruc-
tions, they formed a distal intention (or plan) to allow
urges to press one of the buttons to arise within them
and pay attention to when they arise. This (conscious)
distal intention presumably causally influenced the
spontaneous generation of nonconscious urges to act
in one of the two allowed ways. Furthermore, subjects
may be reporting not a consciously formed intention
to act now, but rather the time at which they became
aware of the urge to act. Given that these experiments
involve dozens of trials, it is even more plausible that
subjects develop an action plan to allow urges to come
upon them and (typically) to let those urges proceed to
action, while also carrying out the (nonnormal) task
of attending to when each urge occurred.

In support of these interpretations, Pockett and
Purdy found differences in participants’ reports of the
time of awareness, depending on whether they were
asked to report when they experience an urge to press
one of two buttons or when they made a decision to
press one of the buttons. The event-related potentials
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(ERPs) for the different trials were also different.
Furthermore, many participants reported awareness
of decisions well before awareness of urges and before
Libet’s RP onset of about 500 ms before movement.54

Trevena and Miller also present results suggesting that
the RP is not a correlate of a decision to move but
of preparation for a decision either to move or not to
move.55

Wegner, for his part, presents no relevant
neuroscientific data (other than Libet’s) to suggest
that the brain processes associated with our conscious
intentions are causally cut off from those that
produce actions. The exceptional cases from the
psychological literature that he cites show only that
the experience of will is not always veridical, not that
it is never veridical. Without the neuro-anatomical
data to demonstrate that the relevant brain processes
are causally unconnected, the best interpretation for
these ‘illusions of will’ is by analogy with visual
illusions, which certainly do not show that our visual
experiences are systematically mistaken. Indeed, as
with most visual illusions, explanations for illusions of
will may be given in terms of a generally reliable system
sometimes producing inaccurate output because of
some unusual feature of the situation. The fact that
we sometimes perform complex behaviors without
conscious intentions (e.g., under hypnosis) does not
show that on the many occasions we perform complex
behaviors with conscious intentions, those intentions
are causally irrelevant.52

Nonetheless, the relevant evidence might come
in to show that when we consciously intend an action
immediately before we act, our being conscious (and
the relevant neural correlates) simply occurs too late
(or the neural correlates occur ‘in the wrong place’)
to causally influence the action. Even if this turns out
to be true, however, it may not represent a significant
threat to free will. The common feature of the theories
of free will I outlined above is not that conscious inten-
tions just prior to action (or their neural correlates)
causally influence our actions. Rather, what is more
important is that conscious deliberations, plans, and
distal intentions (or their neural correlates) can have
a proper downstream effect on how we act in the rele-
vant situations. If such conscious causation is in place,
it would allow that we can act in accord with reasons
that we have (at some point) consciously considered
and accepted. There is no neuroscientific evidence (yet)
to show that neural processes involved in conscious
deliberation, reasoning, and planning have no such
effects on what we do or that our conscious monitor-
ing of our behavior in light of such reasons or plans is
not critically involved in how we carry out and adjust
our actions. On the contrary, some evidence from

psychology suggests that conscious planning, reason-
ing, and intention-formation does influence actions.
For instance, Peter Gollwitzer’s work on implementa-
tion intentions shows that people are more likely to
follow through on a plan when they consciously form
an intention to act at a certain time than when they do
not form such an intention.56 And Baumeister et al.’s
work provides several examples of behaviors that
are improved by conscious reasoning and conscious
attention to action.57

It remains an open question, however, whether
there are significant limitations to the role of conscious
mental processes in action and to our capacities for
rational control of action. For instance, research in
social psychology suggests that we are often influenced
by situational factors that we do not recognize and
that we typically reject as reasonable influences on
us, such as the strong effect of inactive bystanders
on diminishing helping behavior. There is a long list
of such situational factors and cognitive biases that
influence behavior, from seemingly irrelevant factors,
such as ambient noises or smells, to factors most of us
wish were less influential, such as blind obedience to
authority, as demonstrated by Milgram’s infamous
experiments.58,59 Such research also suggests that
character traits are not robust or stable across
various situations, nor are traditional character
traits good predictors of behavior,60 and that our
explanations of our own and others’ actions are
often based on mistaken folk theories and inaccurate
introspection.61,62 Hence, our capacities to regulate
our behavior in accord with traits we have inculcated
or reasons we consciously adopt may be limited.
Understanding whether and when our decisions and
actions are driven by, or even consistent with,
reasons and desires we have consciously endorsed has
important implications for understanding the scope
of human free will and responsibility.63 Research in
cognitive science will help to illuminate these issues.

CONCLUSION

The traditional free will debate has focused on whether
free will is compatible with determinism, a debate
that shows little sign of resolution and that is unlikely
to be informed by discoveries in cognitive science.
Whether our decisions are deterministically caused,
however, is not the only significant question regarding
free will and moral responsibility. It is also important
to consider the specific causal explanations for our
actions, and here the cognitive sciences can play a
central role. If free and responsible agency depends on
a set of cognitive and volitional capacities, possessed
and exercised to varying degrees, then the cognitive
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sciences can inform us about the extent to which
humans (as a species and as individuals) possess those
capacities and are able to exercise them in various
situations. Delineating the contours of our freedom
will require both philosophical analysis and scientific
investigation.

Another type of investigation at the crossroads of
philosophy and cognitive science explores what people
believe about free will and moral responsibility so that
we can better understand ordinary intuitions about
these issues, explore what drives people’s conflicting
intuitions, and study how people’s beliefs about their
own and others’ freedom influence their behavior and
their attributions of moral responsibility. This last
issue is especially relevant, since scientific discoveries
about human agency have the potential to challenge
the existence, or at least the scope, of free will, and
these discoveries are being publicized widely. It is cru-
cial that we understand which discoveries properly
challenge free will, the ways they may impact our
beliefs about free will and responsibility, and the ways
they may thus influence our behavior and our society’s
moral and legal practices.

Finally, while research in cognitive science is
often presented as challenging free will, it also has the

potential to explain how free will works rather than
explaining it away—to explain how conscious delib-
eration and planning affects our choices, how we can
be responsive to reasons, and how decision-making
and intentional action work. Thus, several strands of
research in cognitive science that have not been high-
lighted in this article also inform the nature and scope
of human freedom, including research on the cognitive
and neurobiological processes involved in voluntary
action, deliberation, and planning,64,65 as well as our
experiences of freedom, agency, and control.51,66,67

NOTES
aThis alternative account is consistent with Libet’s
own view that the conscious will has ‘veto power,’ but
the way he describes this possibility seems to require
dualism.46 Note that my discussion has ignored argu-
ments against the causal efficacy of mental states that
supervene on physical states (e.g., Jaegwon Kim’s
causal exclusion argument68), but the soundness of
these metaphysical arguments is distinct from neu-
ropsychological data such as Libet’s. The work of
Libet and Wegner does not bear directly on these
philosophical debates about mental causation.
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